
had enormous, early success in that area. 
(From 1987 to 2002, she was a senior in-
vestment officer at HMC, rising to become 
vice president of external investments and 
overseeing a portfolio that grew to $7 bil-
lion; she then directed Wellesley’s invest-
ments before returning to Harvard.)

Of late, slower growth in the developing 
world, particularly China, has put pres-
sure on several kinds of real assets and 
commodities; Harvard’s holdings under-
performed their benchmark during fiscal 
2013. HMC has also been challenged by 
less than stellar results in private equity, 
long a strong category for the fund manag-
ers, and now targeted for some 16 percent 
of the endowment’s model policy portfo-
lio. Because such assets are less liquid than 
public securities, investors expect greater 
returns for the risk they assume, but Men-
dillo’s fiscal 2013 report on HMC stated 
that recent private-equity performance 
was “fair” and that for the past decade, 
“our private-equity and public-equity 
portfolios have delivered similar returns.”

In the past few years, Harvard’s perfor-
mance has trailed that of peer institutions 
with the largest endowments and roughly 
similar investment strategies (see page 21): 
highly diversified assets, and a robust appe-
tite for less liquid assets that promise great-
er long-term returns. (The strategies, actual 
investments, and universities’ financial aims 
and needs of course differ. HMC no longer 
reports its performance relative to the Trust 
Universe Comparison Service, a common 
industry metric for large endowments.)

The differences in rates of return may 
not seem huge, but a percentage point on 
Harvard’s endowment ($32.7 billion as of 
June 30, 2013) is nearly one-third of a bil-
lion dollars: a large sum, particularly if 
compounded over time. (The 10-year an-
nualized return captures Harvard’s espe-
cially severe losses in fiscal 2009.)

In mid July, Bloomberg reported that 
HMC’s employee compensation is higher 
than that of other university endowments, 
but investment returns during the past 
five years are lower (“Harvard Leads in En-
dowment Manager Pay as Returns Trail 
Peers”). HMC’s pay packages, disclosed 
annually, are a perennial public-relations 
issue; other schools invest wholly with 
external money managers, many of whom 
no doubt earn much more than HMC staff 
members (as some of Harvard’s external 
managers likely do, too)—but those fig-

h A R v A R d  p o R t R A I t

“Teeth have rhythms inside them that are very precise, regular, and consistent, like 
rings in tree trunks,” says Tanya Smith, associate professor of human evolutionary biol-
ogy. “And like tree rings, they can show you how long the organism has been growing—
but on an even finer scale. Children’s teeth lay down a mineralized record of growth 
every day. Your entire childhood is recorded in your teeth.” The same holds for other 
primates. Thus Smith, using light microscopy, once examined a tooth section from a wild 
chimpanzee that died of Ebola in the early 1990s. After locating the “birth line,” the birth 
process inscribed in teeth, she determined the chimp had lived 1,396 days; field notes 
showed she was off by only 24 days. Smith learned microscopy at SUNY Geneseo as a 
biology concentrator who also studied biological anthropology, earning her B.S. in 1997; 
her Ph.D. in anthropological sciences came in 2004 from SUNY Stony Brook. She then 
spent several years at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig, 
arriving at Harvard in 2008. The ability to attribute precise ages to juveniles, even those 
from the early Pleistocene, can shed light, she says, on evolutionary riddles like the origin 
of the very long childhood, relatively late age at reproduction, and lengthy lifespan of 
human beings. Primates that grow and erupt teeth earlier also reproduce sooner and live 
shorter lives. “Earlier hominins like Neanderthals seem to have had faster dental devel-
opment,” she notes, “implying more accelerated overall growth and development than 
our species.” Away from the lab, Smith is an avid kayaker who enjoys field research like 
studying apes, monkeys, and lemurs in their natural habitats: “I love being out in the wild.” 

ta n y a  s m i t h
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